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I am interested in system architecture design, encompassing software, hardware, as well as co-designs, for

modern ecosystems, such as datacenters, mobile computers, and embedded systems, that use multicore and

manycore processors for compute, network, and storage functionalities. I believe in designing these systems

with the objective of improving performance and energy-efficiency while maintaining programmability and

manageability.

Computing systems have made giant and impressive strides over the past few decades. Today, we can do

live video chat with people across the planet, even while parachuting down [gooa]. Today, we can get any

information instantaneously, abstracted from trillions of web pages, even before finishing the query [goob].

Today, computers can defeat humans at Jeopardy [wat] and help us understand new physics [wlc]. The list

goes on. And still, this is possibly the most exciting time yet for architects of computer systems.

We are witnessing the promising advent of Manycore Clouds, enabled by the confluence of two remarkable

and independent trends. On one hand, the exciting new ecosystem of cloud computing continues to gain

traction, primarily due to reduced network latencies leading to continuous improvement in the quality of

these services and effective consolidation leading to their increasing cost-efficiency. On the other hand,

increasing transistor densities, in accordance with Moore’s Law, has led to continuously increasing core-

counts on multicore processors culminating in the advent of manycore processors [Chr] [Sch10] delivering

significantly higher throughput, compute-density, and energy-efficiency [BFPS11]. These salient manycore

properties are precisely the qualities enabling cost-efficiency in clouds. Thus, next generation clouds can

use manycore processors, within datacenters, routers, and mobile devices, to provide even better Quality-of-

Service (QoS) at significantly lower costs. Consequently, these manycore clouds can lead to development of

computing systems in the future that are far more sophisticated and widely accessible than ever before.

Manycore clouds, which can lead to more capable compute systems, have also introduced two new classes

of challenges. The first class relates to the requirements of commercial service-oriented cloud systems, such as

transparency, QoS guarantees, availability, reliability, and security. While a lot of techniques exist to provide

these capabilities in distributed systems, traditional multicore processors were not designed with these goals

in mind, and even though microarchitectural techniques have been proposed for some of these capabilities,

they were not designed to scale to manycore architectures. Therefore, new research is required to percolate

these cloud-capabilities into manycore processor architectures, as demonstrated by the Single Chip Cloud

initiative [Chr], within the purview of hardware constraints such as simplicity (to limit area-energy costs),

longevity, and tolerance for variability.

The second class of challenges introduced by manycore clouds relates to the distinguishing qualities of

manycore processors, such as an abundance of on-chip resources like caches, memory bandwidth, IO band-

width, on-chip network bandwidth, memory channels, etc., the close proximity of these resources enabled

through fast on-chip networks, and the presence of specialized heterogeneous ASICs. The manycore clouds

can greatly benefit from these qualities, but the software for cloud computing systems was written for mul-

ticore processors, which didn’t possess these qualities. Therefore, new research is required to exploit the

manycore capabilities in the software stacks for various cloud computing components.

My research interest is in finding novel solutions for these two class of challenges posed by manycore

clouds. These problems can be mitigated in software or hardware, but sometimes co-designs are more

beneficial. I now provide a brief overview of one of these challenges that we focused on during my research

at UCSD.
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Current Work: Providing Transparency and QoS Guarantees in Manycore Processors

An important attribute of these manycore processors is that they provide an abundance of on-chip resources

shared between cores [teg]. While this sounds very attractive, in reality the per-core resource availability for

these manycore processors is low when compared to the existing multicore processors. This per-core resource

scarcity causes an increased resource contention between applications [Jal], leading to large, uneven, and

unpredictable slowdowns [GLKS11]. This is termed as Interference. The increasing concurrency in multicore

processors, compounded with a heightened tendency to share microarchitectural resources, will lead to a

continuous increase in the magnitude as well as variance of these slowdowns, as much as 12× for a 32-core

processor [GST13b].

Challenges Microarchitectural interference manifests itself even at the higher layers of the system archi-

tecture and can lead to significant inaccuracies in legacy software components, such as the operating systems

and the batch schedulers, which make several crucial decisions, such as scheduling and resource allocation,

maintaining QoS guarantees, and metering, based on CPU Time. Interference breaks the representativeness

of CPU Times for application progress on multicore processors, and can cause significant errors in these

crucial decisions. There are three key challenges posed by interference on multicore systems:

• How do we measure execution quality of applications running concurrently while sharing resources?

• How do we enforce performance guarantees for applications in the presence of interference?

• How do we manage resources between applications on a concurrent system for the good of many, but

without punishing anyone?

Solutions During my research at UCSD, we developed novel software and hardware techniques to

mitigate these challenges posed by interference:

• We introduce a novel metric called Quality Time [GST14] to quantify the execution quality of appli-

cations running concurrently on multicore and manycore processor. Quality Time is the amount of

time that an application would have taken to attain its current execution progress if that application

had had exclusive use of the machine. This novel metric can be measured in hardware or software

for live applications and can be used in place of CPU Time for improved metering, scheduling, and

resource management in concurrent systems while sharing resources.

• We introduce a novel data structure called Quality Tables [GST13b] that can be used to provide

performance guarantees to applications on manycore processors. Quality Tables provide estimates of

application execution qualities for a spectrum of system configurations, such as all possible resource

allocations and all possible application placements. Manycore systems can use Quality Tables in

conjunction with Dynamic Execution Isolation, i.e. dynamically partitioning performance-critical

shared resources, including DR-SNUCA [GST13a], a novel energy-scalable dynamically partitioned

cache, to provide online performance guarantees to applications even in the presence of interference.

• We developed a novel software technique for improving application placement, called Qplacer [GST14],

and a novel hardware-generated data structure called SQOT, or System Quality Optimization Ta-

ble [GST13b], to find optimal microarchitectural resource allocations. We also devised a Prefetcher

Throttler [GST13b] to dynamically tune the DRAM prefetcher and perform optimally at all system

configurations. These techniques use Quality Tables to improve resource management on live multicore

and manycore systems.

Demonstration We demonstrated these ideas in both software, for systems using existing multicore

processors, as well as hardware, for future manycore processors. The software implementations are packaged

into a user-space open-source toolkit called Qtoolkit [GST14] and in hardware using TimeCube [GST13b],

a manycore processor. The software and hardware implementations are independent of each other, but can

be used in conjunction as well. These implementations boast of the following salient features:

• Online Mechanisms. They work in live concurrent systems with high precision and low overheads.

• Scalability. They can be used in large-scale ecosystems with large benefits and low overheads.

• Legacy Software. They require no code modification or recompilation and work with legacy software.
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• Portability. The software mechanisms are architecture-independent.

• User-Space. The mechanisms can be exposed to software and require no special permission to execute.

• Phase Handling. The mechanisms are capable of handling dynamic application phase variations.

To summarize, interference poses an impediment to systems utilizing multicore processors and hinders

manycore adoption by making it difficult to measure, control, or improve the execution qualities of concurrent

applications. We developed novel Quality-centric techniques to mitigate these key interference challenges.

Experimental results show that these software and hardware techniques lead to significant gains in system

performance, transparency, and the ability to enforce QoS guarantees and make a compelling case to employ

these techniques in future multicore and manycore systems, making them ever more attractive to computing

domains such as datacenters and embedded systems.

Future Directions for Research on Manycore System Architectures

I am interested in doing further research to extend our Quality-centric system architecture to encompass

more system components, handle increasing heterogeneity within a single component type, and attain higher

precision in mitigating interference effects with even lower overheads, as well as attack other such new age

challenges arising in these modern computing systems.

Extending Quality-centric Runtime Systems. While our research at UCSD to mitigate the ef-

fects of interference has provided techniques to significantly improve transparency and QoS guarantees in

manycore and multicore systems, there are avenues for further enhancements:

• Improved accuracy and reduced overheads of runtime systems through online phase-detection. Run-

time detection of application phase-changes allows a finer-grained control over system with lower

measurement and reconfiguration overheads compared to regular interval-based runtime systems.

• Learning and deducing Quality Tables and optimal system configuration over time. Modern compute

systems demonstrate repetitive behavior due to multiple application instantiations, application phase

repetitions, data-parallelism in workload, etc. This commonality can be exploited to improve the

Quality-centric runtime system by memoizing the application/system state, the corresponding Quality

Tables, and resulting optimal configuration for quick future reference, deduction, and visualization.

• Autonomic system management to provide scalability and robustness using Quality Tables and hierar-

chical SQOT. Increasing fabrication variability, near-threshold voltage operation, and increasing spe-

cialization will make robustness a primary design concern in future manycore systems. Quality-centric

systems can be molded into scalable and fault-tolerant autonomic systems that achieve near-optimal

configurations by hierarchically generating SQOT using locally created Quality Tables.

• Increase coverage of Quality-centric system management by incorporating network, IO, and storage

components as well as heterogeneity. A Quality-centric runtime system can be used to increase man-

ageability of modern computing systems across the entire stack, including network, IO, and storage,

by creating Quality Tables for full-stack system configurations and using them to improve system

configuration through scalable System-Quality optimizers, which should also handle heterogeneity.

Novel Research Directions. I am also interested in working on new directions of research relating to

system architecture designs for modern computing systems and am looking for opportunities in research and

design efforts for both application-centric and platform-centric systems as well as other exciting approaches:

• Developing novel multi-stack systems targeted towards a domain/application The advent of Software-

as-a-Service (SaaS) has increased the reachability of applications; as a result, there is a growing number

of users of domain-specific applications, such as vision, speech recognition, image filtering, graphics,

etc. While these applications can execute on general-purpose compute systems, specialized systems,

such as GPUs for graphics, provide better performance and energy-efficiency. Future manycore sys-

tems need to explore new ways to exploit the unique domain characteristics across multiple cloud

components, from mobile devices to datacenters, which may be generalized later on for common use,

such as GPGPUs.
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• Developing component-specific mechanisms for cross-application benefits. Infrastructure-as-a-Service

(IaaS) and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) systems are increasingly gaining popularity; these computing

ecosystems have introduced novel challenges and heightened the importance of some existing problems,

such as metering, QoS control, resource utilization, energy-efficiency, etc. New research is required to

tackle these challenges in large-scale systems using techniques that can exploit the commonality in do-

main characteristics across different components, such as mobile computers, routers, and datacenters,

and attain the system objectives such as low response time and total cost of ownership.

In conclusion, I am deeply interested in the exciting possibilities of cloud computing and believe that

manycore processors can play a significant role in realizing them. However, there are several new obstacles

in using manycore processors within cloud computing components that need to be addressed using novel

scalable techniques. Therefore, as a system architecture researcher, I am looking for full-time positions in

exciting projects aimed at improving the architecture of such next generation computing systems.
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